A JUST, SIMPLE, & INEXPENSIVE SOLUTION TO LEGAL ABUSES

● Feeling Powerless?
● Have you been Bullied by the Legal System?
● Do you know if Your legal rights have been Violated?
Your adversary creates false images about you. Is this legally acceptable?
Absolutely Not!
Learn the ways you can change your court experience,
and have mastery over your case!

.

The Gamechanger is the ADA
(American with Disabilities Act)
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You have rights:
✓ Family Court ✓ Probate Court ✓ Criminal Court 1. Federal law supersedes local and state laws. Use these federal laws to your benefit. The
law that applies to situations where state and federal laws disagree is called the
supremacy clause, which is part of article VI of the Constitution—federal law prevails,
i.e., When disability rights are violated, the federal law prevails.
2. Learn to be fearless against bullies. Should-a-would-a-could-a “I was not prepared for
the bully and got ambushed”—prepare for the opposing lawyer’s power games using
verbal, attitudinal, and visual attacks. Body language hits a different part of the brain
than verbal. Once you know the how to cope with bullying tactics, review scenarios, and
practice in the mirror over and over imagining you are facing the bullying. Observe
others on how to respond. Practice with a friend. Don’t let yourself be driven into a
defensive posture.
3. In court, your opposition is creating a legal record against you. You must control your
own record. When misinformation is spoken in court, it is now part of your image. The
judge only knows what is presented, so it now affects your case, your outcome. Have a
friend or advocate note each and every untruthful point. Tell the court what to expect
from the opposition that will be detrimental to your image and explain in advance. This
heads off the misinformation. Say good, truthful, kind things about yourself. If it
happens in court, it stays on your record.
4. Sign nothing when you are pressured. Go to a safe place and take time to read and
understand to what you are agreeing. ‘Sign, or I walk’ is one of the often heard
demands. Try not to make snap decisions without understanding the vocabulary and
the outcome. Everything is riding on your actions. Ask, “Who benefits when I agree?”
and “Why are they pushing me to hurry up and sign?”
5. Did you know that you have legal rights to keep your medical records, out of the
system? Do you know that you, per the ADAAA, can’t be called ‘crazy’! Your mental
health is protected by HIPAA and the ADAAA. If the adversary caused the mental injury
and you accuse them, seeking damages, then the opposition can inquire. If you need
ADA accommodations, you are not obligated to share any medical information with the
adversary. Be informed, “research” and be ready to articulate your citations if you have
a condition, mental or physical, that could become a weapon.
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Here’s how:
➔ Regulations keep getting stronger. You have civil protection. Learn to use the

system to your benefit.
➔ Your opposition uses the courts to elicit a response of shame and defense. Learn
to manage the physiological reaction lies.
It’s time to stop this behavior and accommodate symptoms under stress.

1 in 4 people suffers from an invisible disability.
Know when you can object - legally and successfully!
Don’t allow your children to be pulled and used in the battles.
Understand your rights.
Ignore false accusations and lies.
You are here to make a record - not defend yourself against lies.
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A welcome message from Dr. Karin D. Huffer, MFT, your course professor, about Legal Abuse Syndrome:

YouTube Video
Here

Who is this course for?
Everyone is vulnerable - If you would like to help people or if you feel shamed, bullied,
powerless, and defeated this course is for you! Learn how you can have a bubble of
protection around yourself and your loved ones (and clients!).
It’s time to take your power back.
(and there can be consequences to those who abuse the system)
Don’t be victimized by deception or violence.

(for yourself and others)

Learn more here:





*Legal Abuse occurs when a person with a disability is denied reasonable accommodations during the stress of litigation.
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